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Abstract— Human Face Detection and Identification 
using Deep Metric Learning. In Our proposed project we are 
using a new technique of Face detection with Human object 
detection the technique is call as deep metric learning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
In Our proposed project we are using a new technique 

of Face detection with Human object detection the 
technique is call as deep metric learning.  

We use real-time images or stream videos from CCTV or 
any other video capturing device or user can put pre 
recorded or captured video for analysis.  

Our system is boosted with widely used classification 
methods to detect and identify faces even from a blur 
images or scrappy videos. 

II. WIDE DEPENDENCIES WE USED 

A. Open Computer version (OpenCV): 

Efficiently working computer vision repository which is 
highly efficient and smooths real-time image processing. 

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an 
open source computer vision and machine learning 
software library.  

OpenCV was built to provide a common infrastructure 
for computer vision applications and to accelerate the use 
of machine perception in the commercial products. Being a 
BSD-licensed product, OpenCV makes it easy for businesses 
to utilize and modify the code. 

B. Dlib: 

dlib is a intelligent implementation of the machine 
learning vectors and deep learning areas to train machine 
in various scenario like complicated facial recognition. 

Artificial Intelligence Behavior Tree Library DiLIB is a 
behavior tree library with tools to implement it over user 
interface aimed for C++ programmers.  

C. scikit-learn and scikit-image:   

To create deep learning network to understand inputted 
data and processes it with compiled version of our code 
with real time evaluation and high accuracy 

Simple and efficient tools for data mining and data 
analysis, Accessible to everybody, and reusable in various 
contexts, Built on NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib, Open 
source, commercially usable - BSD license 

D. Keras: 

High-level neural networks API. Makes coding, training, 
and deploying neural networks 

Keras is an open-source neural-network library written 
in Python. It is capable of running on top of TensorFlow, 
Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit, Theano, or PlaidML. Designed 
to enable fast experimentation with deep neural networks, 
it focuses on being user-friendly, modular, and extensible. 

E. Mxnet: 

A scalable deep learning framework. Which is Extremely 
fast and efficient Capable of scaling across multiple GPUs 
and multiple machines. 

Apache MXNet is an open-source deep learning software 
framework, used to train, and deploy deep neural networks. 

III. OVERVIEW  

 
In Our proposed project we are using a new technique 

of Face detection with Human object detection the 
technique is call as deep metric learning. 

As we understand in deep learning we typically train a 
network to: 

• Accept a single input image 

• And output a classification/label for that image 

But deep metric learning is different. We are not trying 
to output a single label or image or coordinates box of 
objects in an image, we are directly outputting a real-valued 
vector. 
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To perform this type of real time data vector and facial 
recognition in provided image or video we used some 
external factors to contribute in our detection. These 
factors are the external dependencies which we are using to 
build a complete vector graph and plotting facial vectors in 
order to valued it with inputted video or image to identify 
the suspect or our target from source image or video.. 

A. Motivation 

In today’s automation era, every information is being 
processed by the machine with artificial intelligence and 
used in many sophisticated applications. Even though many 
agencies have developed the state-of-the-art security 
systems, recent terrorist attacks exposed serious 
weaknesses of sophisticated security systems. Hence 
various agencies are more serious and motivated to 
improve security data systems based on body or behavioral 
characteristics, often called biometrics  

[1]. Biometric-based technologies include the 
identification based on physiological characteristics: face, 
fingerprints, finger geometry, hand geometry, hand veins, 
palm, iris, retina, ear, voice and behavioral traits such as 
gait, signature and keystroke dynamics  

[2]. Almost all the biometric technologies require some 
voluntary action by the user, i.e. the user needs to place his 
hand on a hand-rest for finger printing or hand geometry 
detection and has to 

stand in a fixed position in front of a camera for iris or 
retina identification. However, face recognition can be done 
passively without any definite action or participation on the 
2 part of the user, since face images can be acquired from a 
distance by a camera, and hence the face recognition 
system is more appropriate for security and surveillance 
purposes. Further, data acquisition in general is fraught 
with problems for other biometric techniques that rely on 
hands and fingers. These can be rendered useless if the 
epidermis tissues are damaged in some way (i.e., bruised or 
cracked). Expensive equipments are required for the iris 
and retina identification, and these methods are more 
sensitive to any body motion. Voice recognition is 
susceptible to background noises in public places and 
auditory fluctuations on a phone line or tape recording. 
Signatures can be modified or forged. However, facial 
images can be easily obtained with a couple of inexpensive 
fixed cameras. They cannot be modified or forged, and they 
are not affected by background sound noise. Face 
recognition algorithms with appropriate preprocessing of 
the images may compensate for noise, slight variations in 
orientation, scale and illumination. Although there are 
advantages of face recognition over other biometric 
techniques, existing face recognition technology is not able 
to satisfy the needs. Several challenges are there in 
developing face recognition systems, which are: 

Illumination Variations: The direction of illumination 
in the image, greatly affects the face recognition 
performance. The variations between the same face images 
due to illumination are always greater than variations in 
the image due to change in face identity. 

Frontal vs. Profile: In a surveillance system, people are 
not always facing the cameras. The faces are viewed by 
some angle. The angle with which the photo of the 
individual was taken with respect to the camera affects the 
face recognition performance drastically. 

 

Expression Variations: Expression variations in face 
images affect the performance of face recognition. A smiling 
face, a laughing face, a crying face, a sad face, a fac with 
closed eyes, even a small distinction in the facial expression 
can influence facial recognition system greatly. 

Aging:  Face images of the same individual of 1 year and 
15 years are difficult to recognize since face appearance 
changes rapidly. Images taken by varying a time from 5 
minutes to 5 years change the system accuracy seriously. 

Occlusions: It is very difficult to recognize the faces 
when they are partially occluded. Face images in real-world 
applications may occlude due to use of things, such as 
sunglasses, scarf, hands on the face portion, the objects 
which persons carry, and external sources that occlude the 
camera view partially. 

The ultimate goal of researchers in this area is to 
develop the sophisticated face recognition to emulate the 
human vision system. Many researchers have proposed and 
developed the machine-based face recognition algorithms. 
Research has been conducted vigorously in the face 
recognition area for the past four decades, and enormous 
progress has been made. Still, there is scope for 
improvement. Encouraging results have been obtained, and 
current face recognition systems have achieved a specific 
degree of maturity when operating under various 
constrained conditions. However, they are far from 
achieving the ideal of being able to perform adequately in 
all the various situations that are commonly encountered 
by applications, utilizing available techniques in practical 
life. 

B. Problem Definition and Objectives 

Biometric identification is the technique of 
automatically verifying or identifying a person by a 
personal trait or physical characteristic. The term 
“automatically” means the biometric system must identify 
or verify a human characteristic or trait promptly with little 
or no intervention of the user. Biometric technology was 
developed for its use in high-level security systems and law 
enforcement markets. The key element of biometric 
technology is its ability to identify a human being and 
impose security. The aim of this thesis is to develop an 
automatic face recognition system, which will improve 
recognition rates for normal images and for images with 
illumination and expression variations.  

In Our proposed project we are using a new technique 
of Face detection with Human object detection the 
technique is call as deep metric learning. 

As we understand in deep learning we typically train a 
network to: 
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•  Accept a single input image 

•  And output a classification/label for that image 

C. Methodologies of Problem solving 

We use real-time images or stream videos from CCTV or 
any other video capturing device or user can put pre 
recorded or captured video for analysis.  

Our system is boosted with widely used classification 
methods to detect and identify faces even from a blur 
images or scrappy videos. 

In order to make it functional on a regular 
computational CPU we made some functional changes in 
the dlib facial recognition network, now we can output the 
feature vector with 128-d i.e., a list of 128 real-valued 
numbers that our code will used to quantify the face. While 
we training network, we use triplets: 

  

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of unique deep learning “triplet 
training.” 

In this demonstration we used three unique faces of 
popular Cinema Actor. The same functional triplet training 
consists of the dataset of unique images to train from. With 
the tradition we used SVM to generate 128-d vector for all 
images in dataset. 

 In this we asked SVM to calibrate 128-d for above 3 
images where the images of Ayushman are more 
than 2, hence defined algorithm sense’s it as 2 
similar faces in dataset. 

 Although Shaharukh’s image is a random pick from 
our data set and as not the same as Ayushman  

 Our optimized network quantifies the faces and 
constructs the 128-d embeddings or quantification 
for each of the images in process. 

IV. DATASETS WE USED TO DO FACE RECOGNITION 

 
In this demonstration we used three unique faces of 

popular Cinema Actor. The same functional triplet training 

consists of the dataset of unique images to train from. With 
the tradition we used SVM to generate 128-d vector for all 
images in dataset. 
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Figure2: Popular faces inspired dataset used in 
demonstration 

 Shahrukh Khan (16 images) 

 Ayushman Khurrana (16 images) 

 Ileana d'cruz (18 images) 

 Yami Gautam (17 images) 

The dataset we used and images we inputted into that are 
very random and having variety in color, shape, size and 
even in quality of pixels. This kind of variation is kept to 
ensure the quality and accuracy in face detection in various 
condition. 

A. Face Recognition Techniques- Appearance Based 
Approaches 

The Eigen face Method Firstly Kirby and Sirvoich 
demonstrated Eigenfaces method for recognition. Pentland 
and Turk made improvements on this research by 
employing Eigenfaces method based on Principle 
Component Analysis for the same reason 

PCA is a Karhumen-Loeve transformation. PCA is a realized 
linear dimensionality reduction method used to determine 
a set of mutually orthogonal basis functions and as shown 
in fig 1.For papers with less than six authors:  

 

 

maximum variance in g dimensional space and g is too 
big according to h. Subtracting the normalized training 
images from the calculated mean images thus mean 
centered images are calculated. If w is mean centered 
training image matrix Wi(i=1,2,........,L) and l is the number 
of training images, matrix d is calculated from as in 
equation 1 

D = WWT 

To reduce the size of covariance matrix D, we can use D 
= WTW instead. Eigenvectors ei and eigen values _i are 
obtained from covariance matrix. 

Zi = ETwi(i = 1, 2, ....,L) 

In the equation 2, Zi represents the new feature vector 
of lower dimensional space. Negative aspect of this method, 
it tries to max inter and intra class scattering. Inter class 
scattering is good for classification where intra scattering is 
not. If there is variance illumination, increases intra class 
scattering very high, even classes seems stained. 

The Fisher face Method Belhumeur introduced the 
Fisher Face method in 1997,  a derivative of Fishers Linear 
Discriminant (FLD) which has linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) to gain the vast discriminant structures. Both PCA 
and LDA which are used to produce a subspace projection 
matrix is similar to eigen face and Fisher face methods. LDA 
describe a pair of projection vectors which form the 
maximum between-class scatter and minimum in the class 
scatter matrix concurrently 
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Following is the curve for the training error rate with 
varying value of K: 

 

you can see, the error rate at K=1 is always zero for the 
training sample. This is because the closest point to any 
training data point is itself.Hence the prediction is always 
accurate with K=1. If validation error curve would have 
been similar, our choice of K would have been 1.  

 
Following is the validation error curve with varying value 
of K: 
 

 
 
 

This makes the story more clear. At K=1, we were 
overfitting the boundaries. Hence, error rate initially 
decreases and reaches a minima. After the minima point, it 
then increase with increasing K. To get the optimal value of 
K, you can segregate the training and validation from the 
initial dataset. Now plot the validation error curve to get 
the optimal value of K. This value of K should be used for all 
predictions. 

Breaking it Down – Pseudo Code of KNN 
We can implement a KNN model by following the below 
steps: 

1. Load the data 
2. Initialise the value of k 
3. For getting the predicted class, iterate from 1 to 

total number of training data points  
1. Calculate the distance between test data 

and each row of training data. Here we 
will use Euclidean distance as our 
distance metric since it’s the most popular 
method. The other metrics that can be 
used are Chebyshev, cosine, etc. 

2. Sort the calculated distances in ascending 
order based on distance values 

3. Get top k rows from the sorted array 
4. Get the most frequent class of these rows 
5. Return the predicted class 

 
 

 
 
Fisher face or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) aims to 
increase inter class differences and are not used to 
increase data representation 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/training-error.png
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IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

Tree Structure of the proposed system 
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$ tree --filelimit 10 --dirsfirst 

. 

├── dataset 

│   ├── Shahrukh Khan (16 images) 

│   ├── Ayushman Khurrana (16 images) 

│   ├── ileana d'cruz (18 images) 

│   ├── Yami Gautam (17 images) 

│   ├── sample_1 [36 entries] 

│   └── sample_2 [35 entries] 

├── examples 

│   ├── example_01.png 

│   ├── example_02.png 

│   └── example_03.png 

├── output 

│   └── lunch_scene_output.avi 

├── videos 

│   └── lunch_scene.mp4 

├── search_bing_api.py 

├── encode_faces.py 

├── recognize_faces_image.py 

├── recognize_faces_video.py 

├── recognize_faces_video_file.py 

└── encodings.pickle 

  

10 directories, 11 files 

  

In this project we enlist four top folders layers where 
we traverse all data and get orientation of the entire project 

 dataset/ : This is the top most folder serve as a 
main training set for the flow and detection 
mechanism, Contains face images of subjects 
which we wanted to match 

 examples/ : These are the images of unknown 
object to test by our trained network to assure 
detection and accuracy for the same these images 
are that are not in the dataset. 

 output/ : our system is a Input based centralized 
system where we generate our output in a specific 
location this directory serve as a Output Path for 
our investigated contain like images or videos 
which are rendered by project.  

 videos/ : As imported the Deep Learning in our 
project as a part of that Our project can detect 
images form video and the same will be rendered 
and stored as an Input video in this folder 

We have our worker files which will do all hard 
work for us 

encode_faces.py: Encodings (128-d vectors) for faces   
recognize_faces_image.py: Recognize faces 
recognize_faces_video.py: Recognize faces in a live video 
stream  
recognize_faces_video_file.py: Recognize faces in a video 

file from save video file  
encodings.pickle : Facial recognitions encodings to form 
vector from dataset 

 
 

Figure 3: The hard work of Facial recognition using the 
module 

As the critical process we must do some 
background work in order to streamline our activities and 
loads up images and videos for face detection and 
recognition. 

As it is a input based activity first we need to enlist our 
source images or videos before we can recognize faces 
from images and videos which will be as a mode of 
operandi.  

In order to established a connection between or dataset 
and network we must quantify the faces in training set. 
Right at this movement we are not training our module or 
network but we are making sure it has been done already 
to create 128-d embeddings 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

As the critical process we must do some background work 
in order to streamline our activities and loads up images 
and videos for face detection and recognition. 
 
As it is a input based activity first we need to enlist our 
source images or videos before we can recognize faces 
from images and videos which will be as a mode of 
operandi.  
 
In order to established a connection between or dataset 
and network we must quantify the faces in training set. 
Right at this movement we are not training our module or 
network but we are making sure it has been done already 
to create 128-d embeddings.  
 
As our system is now detecting images successfully and we 
have created our 128-d face embeddings for each image in 
our dataset, Now We attempt to match each face in the 
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input image ( encoding ) to our known encodings dataset 
(held in data["encodings"]  )  
 
This function returns a list of events which are having True 
/ False values, one by one for each image in our dataset 
On other hand our pre-processors are Internally are 
computing the Euclidean distance between the candidate 
embedding and all faces in our dataset using the 
compare_faces  function 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: System has successfully recognized 
Ayushman Khurrana’s face 

Embedding an all faces in our dataset using the 
compare_faces function 
 

 The purpose of this comparison is to detect the 
distance which is below our tolerance ratio which 
is auto set by CPU or GPU clock rate returning the 
True value which indicates the faces matched. 

 And if the distance is above the tolerance 
threshold it will return False values which means 
we have not match. 

 Along side of this we also able to show name of the 
face as it given in dataset The name variable will 
eventually hold the name string of the person 

 This name variable is decided on the votes system 
will receive from pre processors while computing 
all datasets for operation the number of 
True values associated with each name which will 
eventually tally up and select the person’s name 
which is having the most corresponding votes. 
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